
Global Messages of Inclusion and Local Exclusion – The Case of Curriculum Closures in Punjab 

On Friday September 27, 2013 the Prime Minister of Pakistan Mian Nawaz Sharif gave an impeccable 

stately speech at the 68th Session of the UN General Assembly highlighting challenges of peace and 

security, poverty alleviation, sustainable development, climate change, education, health and gender 

justice.  Underscoring the speech there were many refreshing references to ‘diversity’- respect for 

differences and inclusion.     

Yet at the provincial level we are witnessing just the opposite in the education sector in Punjab. It is 

important to understand briefly the background of curriculum reforms and implementation practices in 

recent years.  In 2006 a very laudable exercise was witnessed in the form of the National Curriculum 

2006 which addressed challenges of ‘closed mindedness, hate and bigotry’ in the curriculum and texts, 

The emergent curriculum reformed after 17 years was  aligned to competencies, learning outcomes by 

grade and level underpinned by inclusion towards all.  Furthermore the National Curriculum 2006 was 

followed up by a scheme of deregulation of textbooks under the National Textbook and Learning 

Materials Policy and Plan of Action – 2007-2010. The idea was to introduce a system of 

competitive publishing  of  textbooks embedded in  public-private partnership and capacity 

building of private publishers for better quality textbooks at affordable prices for promoting 

Pakistan as a knowledge-based society.  The focus was to produce  new texts through multiple 

writers/publishers as along as it adhered to the standards, benchmarks  and Student learning outcomes 

for reach subject by level. Other than Punjab no other province really followed this course of action in 

record time. The National Education Policy 2009 has completely endorsed NC 2006..The shortage of 

publishers on the one hand, the challenges of resources on the other and to some extent the reigning 

mafias of textbook writers have stalled the process of implementation of the ethos of the NC 2006 in  

other provinces. Furthermore the 18th Amendment that completely devolved he subject of policy, 

curriculum and textbooks to the provinces  has become a further excuse for stalling the process of 

‘enlightened and locally relevant’ textbooks and syllabi for some provinces.  Sindh, for example after 7 

years produced its first set of textbooks for class one only on the NC 2006 framework (academic year 

2013-14). The books were produced only in 8 weeks and that too through ‘internal writers’ of the 

textbook board with many mistakes!  The Sindh Texbook Board (STBB) confessed that they do not have 

a mechanism to entertain independent writers /publishers  since they do not know how to deal with 

‘royalities’ but only one time payments to writers!    

Punjab has been progressive, being the first province to implement the NC 2006 on a fast track through 

deregulated publishers and writers but has also led the country in setting up the “The Punjab Curriculum 

Authority Act 2012” to uphold the spirit of the National Curriculum 2006 and its open approaches for  

textbook production through multiple writers/publishers.          

So the confounding aspect of this story is what happens to a province which on the one hand lends itself 

to a progressive stance of implementation, but for every sneeze by irresponsible media and  

obscurantist groups who have access to the ‘authorities and media’,  the powers come down heavy on 

‘inclusive approaches to learning’ being practiced.  The case of the Lahore Grammar School Gulberg 

branch is the most recent incident.  On September 20th the school was swooped down with  all sorts of 

objectionable people in the most invasive manner to ‘ban comparative religion’ teaching in class 7 as 

another subject not replacing ‘Islamiyat’ taught as a compulsory subject. The authorities also banned pg 

70 of the Science  textbook on ‘reproduction’!     Furthermore they were issued a show cause notice for 



September 28th, 2013.  This is simply tyranny against a private school which has contributed hugely to 

society through its commitment to critical thinking, and perhaps the only school that offers Punjabi for 

upholding mother tongue, local culture and context in the best of linguistic traditions.  

Such actions by the Department of Schools/education send completely a wrong message to society. It 

smells of exclusion, closing of conversations on diversity and respect for difference. The same province 

offers laptops and tablets opening the minds to knowledge and the same leadership behaves in such a 

‘closed’ fashion undoing the progressive elements!  

The act also negates the spirit of Islam and the Holy Quran. The Great Book is after all only about 

comparative religion. The Quran has build its  entire message on the basis of evolution of other religions 

-  it is a book of history and principles of Humanity -  the tariqa is about recognizing UNITY Through 

DIVERSITY.    The Prime Minister’s great speech at the UN General Assembly underscored these 

principles. However, the province chooses to ignore global, national messages hitting at learning 

systems as kneejerk compromises to the ‘closed minds”. 

Punjab as the rest of Pakistan has a unique rich knowledge heritage built on diversity of our sufi 

humanist scholars that our citizens celebrate no matter which religion they belong to, around the clock ; 

from Data Sahbi, to Mian Mir to Chanan Pir to Fariduddin Ganjshakar to  Hazrat Sultan Sakhi Sarwar to 

Baha Uddin Zakria to Shah Hussain.. and many more- so who will we silence and who  will we exclude?  

Our land will become infertile and dead.  We cannot afford this…  we cannot.         

 Chief Minister Sahib we need your leadership to promote learning for a knowledge society  for over 100 

million citizens and for the rest of the country and its learners.   The roadmap to reforms in education 

cannot be done through such compromises and fear of learning; let many flowers bloom for the children 

and youth of Punjab and Pakistan; Islam is not under any threat…from learning. We the citizens assure 

you of its resilience at all times.              
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